High throughput particle analysis: combining dielectrophoretic particle focussing with confocal optical detection.
A micro flow cytometer has been fabricated that detects and counts fluorescent particles flowing through a microchannel at high speed based upon their fluorescence emission intensity. Dielectrophoresis is used to continuously focus particles within the flowing fluid stream into the centre of the device, which is 40 microm high and 250 microm wide. The method ensures that all the particles pass through an interrogation region approximately 5 microm in diameter, which is created by focusing a beam of light into a spot. The functioning of the device was demonstrated by detecting and counting fluorescent latex particles at a rate of up to 250 particles/s. A mixture of three different populations of latex particle was used, each sub-population with a distinct level of fluorescent intensity. The device was evaluated by comparison with a conventional fluorescent activated cell sorter (FACS) and numerical simulation demonstrated that for 6 microm beads, and for this design of chip the theoretical throughput is of the order of 1000 particles/s (corresponding to a particle velocity of 10 mm s(-1)).